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About This Game

- Simple & easy game UX suitable for VR

- Online Multiplayer PVP game

- 1:1 , 2:2 match system

- System for friendly matching

- 1~4 player , solo playing enable

- Easy, intuitive and long-lasting game UX to suit VR, and can move left and right to battle

- Easy and intuitive UX for VR

- Users can play each other with 1:1 and 2:2 players with various situations in real-time battles where AI is replaced when no
user is available.
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Users enters the game lobby and pick your character.

You can enjoy shooting games with others through random matching or custom matching.

Movement method moves only to the left and right, and is suitable for VR game relatively.

In-game gold, you can buy a variety of characters and weapons.

You can enter your friend's nickname and enjoy the game together through custom matching.
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Title: Realshot
Genre: Action, Early Access
Developer:
CSIS (CSI Studio Co.,Ltd.)
Publisher:
CSIS (CSI Studio Co.,Ltd.)
Release Date: 24 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64bit) or higher

Processor: Intel Core i5- 4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 1060/Radeon RX 580

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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excellent concept, terrible value - tarot card readings last about 15 seconds, and the horoscope was only slightly better with like a
1-2 sentence blurb... if you're not interested in the minigames you'll be done within 2 minutes.

the fortunes are so weak since there's no questions for you to answer or any other way to feel like the experience was
customized, and the explanation of the cards and their meanings are virtually nonexistent.

this was after being frustrated by having to figure out how the controls worked for like 20 minutes, if you're on the rift you need
to right click the game in your library and launch it in "other vr" mode.. I think that Napoleon is a pretty nice step from Empire,
even though they are both pretty good. Napoleon includes the ability to liberate nations and set up their protectorates, like
Romania, Brittany, and Poland. The system of converting buildings and the nice tech tree are also pluses. Some things I don't
like that much are the limits on generals. Also, no religious agents, although given the short campaign time, they would not be
able to realistically and significantly convert populations. Finally, one of my favorite features carried over from Empire:
national buildings. For example, the Kremlin Armoury in Moscow.. This is a fine little science-fiction visual novel. It's very
tropey and pulpy but you may like that sort of thing.. Smoothness

I must say that this runs pretty smoothly on my PC and it seems that the devs have really improved stability in the
recent patches. Turns last no more than about 30-40 seconds for me which is definitely good for a game like this.

The setting and features

The setting is great, the Great Powers have their own goals and agendas, there are tons of different units and I love
how you are sending expeditions to the colonies as units and then using decisions to influence how those develop. The
colonization is definitely something amazing here.

The military system is simply amazing with enough units to make your head spin. Overall, it is a very good and tested
system for military matters and it is a much better game than Victoria 2 and Hearts of Iron when it comes to military
things and the depiction of 19th\/ early 20th century conflicts and WW1. It suits how armies were moved and organized
back then.

The setting, however, is not perfect. In 1880 Napoleon was no longer the leader of France, and definitely not a president
of the Republic,

Summary

Give this game a chance and try it. It works really well now and it can certainly be much more fun than Victoria II..
This looks and plays almost exactly like the game "The Deal", which I also loved. I just started playing this game, but I
can already tell you I am going to love it. More detailed graphics than the average JRPG (just like The Deal game), and
good music, at least one song I recognize also from The Deal, I believe. The story, characters and fighting system seem
to be good as well. I will update my review if necessary. I recommend this game to those who love JRPG\/RPG maker
games.

After playing a few hours, my one gripe is the unbalance, having too many monster fights on the main world when
walking. I am stuck in one place where it is an attacked castle. I have requested help where I cannot seem to get very
far without my two characters dying. I have tried several times and have requested help on the forums without any
success. I hope that changes.. Quick Breakdown: It\u2019s the Season Pass for Alien Isolation, it gives you a few
Survivor Mode levels. For the people that loved Alien Isolation's Survivor Mode, but get it on sale.
Genre: Survival Horror \/ Stealth
Review Date: 2016-07-05

2017-09-06 Edit: I forgot about this until someone commented on this review, and after thinking about it for a bit, decided to
change my stance on it. The actual content of this Season Pass is alright for what it is, a few extra Survivor Mode levels. Not
bad if you really enjoy those.
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The problem lies in that this Season Pass doesn't include the mini-campaign DLCs. At that, one of those campaign DLC's
was released on the same day as the base game, and the other a mere 8 days later. Seeing as they're short enough that they
should've just been in the base game to begin with, it just feels like a cheap cash grab. Those DLC's aren't bad in and of
themself, but they do still feel as if they should just be bonus content in the base game. It's a shame, DLC can and should be
used to add to and enhance games, but in a way that isn't just trying to squeeze fans for as much money as possible. If you
really like Survivor Mode, grab this on a sale, otherwise save your money.

2017-02-18 Edit: Someone pointed out to me that the Season Pass does not come with the campaign DLC's, only the Survivor
Mode DLCs (thanks Xetelian). I'm not sure how I missed that the first time, but apologies for the misinformation. I've
ammended my review to reflect this.

Full Review: The Season Pass does NOT contain the campaign DLC's for Last Survivor and Crew Expendable, which are fun
30 minute romps set during the original Alien movie, and good for anyone that loves that film. They aren\u2019t essential,
but they\u2019re fun. As they do not come with the Season Pass, I'd recommend purchasing those seperately on sale if you're
a diehard Alien fan.

The DLC that DOES come with the Season Pass are extra levels for Survivor Mode, which I didn\u2019t play much, but
it\u2019s something for anyone that enjoys that.

I\u2019d recommend playing the game first and then trying Survivor Mode to determine if you want more levels for it or
not, and therefore if the Season Pass is worthwhile. If not, I\u2019d get just the campaign DLC\u2019s. Either way,
I\u2019d wait for the DLC to go on sale before buying.

If this Pass came with all the DLC, namely the campaign ones that it's missing, I'd give it a recomendation. As it stands
currently, I have to advise against it, unless you really enjoy Survivor mode, then you may as well. The content itself is fine if
you enjoy the mode, but with the Pass lacking some of the DLC, it just feels cheap and incomplete.. Short, simple, sweet,
sentimental. These are the words I would use to sum up Trigger Runners. Done in a retro style, its music and graphics
hearkening back to the games of yesteryear, it's a pleasant throwback compared to what we usually see.

Gameplay is brief, only about thirty minutes, but it does strike me as reasonably replayable, obviously needed in this format.
The story, told via cutscenes, is basic but endearing.

The biggest flaw I see is that the jumps should take a heart away rather than automatically kill you, as they really seem to be
the hardest opponents in the game. Besides that, the gun needs to have a broader angle - you should be able to shoot all
around you. Shooting stuff just under you is impossible at present. The only other issue is a part where, with the "barrier"
shooting on one level, the little bombs you couldn't blow up blocked your shots, making it nigh impossible to not get hit. It also
needs a volume control on the options menu, as well as the ability to pause when a boss is loading.

Does this have particularly engaging gameplay? No. Most bosses are very easy and lack defining traits. But it is a fun, quaint
little game to just kick back with and enjoy. Retro, cheap, and has trading cards? I'll take it. Especially recommended if on
sale.. This game is goddamn awesome!!!. Pre customised not at all like the titles says! rip off. Do you like wild bunny Racism
and over the top people shouting slurs at you while kicking cars as a bunny who drags his butt all over?? Peak video game
development. Buy now. By day 743 i killed my family but i won...
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This game is based around the idea of letting the player design their ships in a nearly open ended way. You can design and build
swarms if microscopic ships all the way to solar system sized dreadnoughts. If you enjoy designing your own units to make your
forces work in whatever way you choose, then this game is as good as it gets. Once you master designing ships with the vanilla
game components it is time to look into mods that add hundreds of additional components.

You can build a death star like ship and one shot planets.
I have played this game over 125 hours.. a short epilogue about post resistance winning. you, as Ethan Brady are being sent again
to a mission for rescuing Benjamin Walker for spreading KPA propaganda. this DLC meant to clear out some questions left in
the game lore. I've always really wanted my own Hollywood Hills spot, even if to live like a king for one day. This VR
experience gives me the opportunity to do so every day, if I want! It's pretty awesome to have a humongous TV to watch, I
wonder how they got the streaming video in there. There is also a neat option to summon friends (seems like they are social
media-famous people?) to dance and have a good time.

I'm looking forward to seeing how this develops over time, but it is definitely worth a look, for the streaming video and feel of
having your own super baller Hollywood Hills Mansion!!. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!COME BACK
SENSIBLESOFT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
some great reveiws. wish id read em before my exited fingers clicked buybuybuy. love cannon fodder used to play it on amiga
(best -only- version) had the song wedged in my head for no less than 20 years n let it sit there, halarious memorys.. ..but now go
to your brother...and ....and oh BOLLO@\u00a3$ NOT AGAIN NOOOOOOOOOOOOOO! YOU LIEING
BA$T\u00a3&\u00a3$S!!!!!!!!!!! IAM GETTING REALLY SICK OF THESE GAMES BEING ADVERTISED AS CO OP N
MULTI WHEN ITS DOESNT F$$KING WORK!!!!!!!!!!!!! its 2worlds2 all over again.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARRRR! HELLO TRADING STANDARDS!?!?!?!????, It is not
availavble NONONNONONONO NOT! SOUND OFF MAGGOTS!
 i am now standing in a field with a close friend cf3 loaded and ready WE AAARE GOING TO HAVE A DAM CF3 FACE
OFF OH YEAH!!!!, LAPTOPS AT 10 PACES MOFOS!!!!!!!!!!!!!
FUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU....
BASICALLY THIS SEEMS LIKE UNISPIRING PROPERGANDER UNDER THE ROOSE OF REBELIOUS
ENTERTAINMENT.

  In memory of..
cf1
my laptop
prv stoo
my friends laptop
srg bilko
cf2. It may look like Binding of Isaac but it's nowhere near as good. Wonky controls bad hit detection and an overall unfinished
look. 4\/10 (even for $1.00). 1. Game runs really bad, I felt like I was getting around 20fps on a 1080ti
2. Lazy modeling, most of the models seem to be copy pasted and the scaling not adjusted so some models are way too big,
some models just float in mid-air, have seen some just glitching out and spinning randomly, multiple identical NPC models used
in different parts of the map
3. There is no gameplay, the main point of the game seems to be 'defeat the zombies and rescue the hostages' but nothing
actually happens, you don't get any points or rewards, you don't event need to rescue anything, theres no point to anything
4. No story either, lack of story and gameplay means there's really no motivation to play at all
5. Game has code which sends your computer's mac address to a chinese server. I'm not sure if the code is used or not but it's
not a good look
6. Dev has promised updates on the community forum but hasn't delivered anything since release 1 year ago

Note: I played on the rift, didn't have any issues despite the game being advertised as vive only
Note 2: I'm not refunding because it's only a couple of bucks and no matter who it is it's good to support VR devs. I wanted to
see what was up with all this Clicker game retardation. Well, I saw and it was just what I thought it was: a pleasure pill dispenser
on rapid auto-fire. No substance, barely any "strategy" and I'm stretching to use the word, so don't expect any thinking needed.
This is a Facebook game for those that want RPG flavor without the hassle of RPG playing.

If you're a fan of clicker games, yes, this is probably better than others. If you're not, no this is not something so totally different
than others that it is worthy of being called good entertainment.
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